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An extension of the Veneziano model to Ps- V elastic (inelastic) scattering amplitude is 
presented, using the generalized Veneziano amplitude. The amplitude has the following 
natural properties: consistency with the original Veneziano model for nn->nw scattering 
amplitude and reasonable treatment for spin complications. Then one obtains relations for 
the coupling constants for three-vector mesons. These predicted relations are shown to be 
consistent with the SU(3) symmetry. 

§ 1. Introduction 

The problem of extension of the Veneziano formula 1
) to the spinning particles 

is a non-trivial one. Several authors2
) have noticed that a simple-mined extension 

of the formula to pseudoscalar-vector elastic scattering gives rise to the so-called 
parity doubling phenomenon, and have observed that in order to eliminate parity 

doubling, several higher terms were needed. 

On the other hand the Veneziano formula has been extended to processes 

with n spinless particles,3
) so that one could think a j.Jriori that the best way of 

treating the spin complications is to start from the n-body amplitude. Along 

these lines of thought Bardakci and Ruegg4
) have constructed a beautiful model 

for the (KKnnn) and (KKKKn) systems. The four-point amplitudes reduced 

from them have as good properties as the original Veneziano model. 

In this note we further study the spin complications in V eneziano-type for

mulae for pseudoscalar-vector elastic (inelastic) scattering, starting from the six

point Veneziano model for the (KKnnTC7C) process. 

In § 2, we construct an amplitude for the process (K.Knnnn), paymg atten

tion to the consistency with the original Veneziano model and the :five-point Ven

eziano amplitude of Bardakci and Ruegg. There the consistency is shown by an 

example. 
In § 3 reduced amplitudes are presented for the scattering Kp->Kp, np~np 

and nK-'1-pK*. The general properties of these amplitudes are studied. 

Relations for the coupling constants for V- V- V are given in § 4, and in the 
last section some general remarks are given, 
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1662 Y. JYliyata 

§ 2. Construction of an amplitude for the process (l(K'N7t'1t'7t) 

The six-point function for spinless particles has been constructed by Chan 

Hong-Mo et al. 3
) It satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) analyticity, 

(b) crossing symmetry, 

(c) Dolen-Horn-Schmid duality,5
) 

(d) resonance poles on linearly rising trajectories, 

(e) Regge asymptotic behaviours in all Mandelstam channels. 

We require the absence of the ~' I= 2 and S = 2 resonances and the lowest 

spin of parent to be 1-. Accordingly, we consider the U) (A2) trajectory for three

pion resonances only, but we can add a n (A1) -trajectory for them following the 

prescriptions described in the last section. 

Hence one can write the amplitude as a sum of terms each corresponding 

to a particular permutation of the external lines. 

A (KKnmrn) = g :E J123456K2-rri
3
ri.ri,ri

6
K1B6 (1- ai2, 1- a~', 

P(:3456) 

where 

(1) 

with p1 + jh + jJs + p4 + jJ5 + jJ6 = 0. The indices 1, · · ·, 6 label the particles in Fig. 

L The sum is over all permutations of the four pions. The kinematical factor 

is imposed by parity and gives a correct Regge behaviour, as well as satisfying 

Adler's self-consistency relations for soft mesons. The isospin factor in front 

satisfies the requirements about the absence of exotic resonances, Ki being an 

isospinor and r the Pauli matrices. The function B6 is defined in reference 3). 

It can be written in many particular forms, one of which is 

(2) 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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One can convince himself that the amplitude (1) is consistent with the angi

nal Veneziano model and has correct k:inematical factors. It is easily seen by 

considering the process described in Fig. 2. The reduction is done using the 

formula 

(3) 

and the identities 

(4) 

In terms of these identities one gets 
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1664 Y" Miyata 

+anomalous terms. (6) 

On the other hand from the original Veneziano model one can construct the am

plitude as 

where 

A(nK->wK) =B(1-af2, 1-a{~*) +B(1-af2, 1-ai~*), 

A (TCTC-?TCW) = B (1- af.1, 1-atn) + B (1-- at6, 1-af6) + B (1- af6, 1-af5) 0 (7) 

With the identity ( 4), Eq. (6) is equivalent to Eq" (7) with the anomalous terms 

discarded. The reason for discarding the anomalous terms is: when one obtains 
the amplitudes for PsPs-> PsT from five-point Veneziano model (Appendix A), 

one encounters the same difficulties. We consider these circumstances always 

occur in applying the multi-point Veneziano model. However, one can expect 

that these difficulties are evaded by taking into account the higher order V en

eziano terms. This is supported by the fact that a simple extension of the Ven

eziano model for Ps V-scattering amplitudes fails to give reasonable amplitudes 

without taking into account higher order Veneziano terms. 2
l 

§ 3. Reduced amplitudes 

By reduction of the five-point Veneziano amplitude one gets the amplitudes 

for PsPs->Ps V(T) (see Appendix A). In the same way the amplitude (1) re

duces to ones for Ps V -> Ps V. 

3-1 K (pi) pi (Pa) -> K CP2) Pj (p4) 

This process corresponds to Fig. 3, and can be reduced using 3l 

= B (l- a12,l- a234), 

Then the amplitude is given as follows: 

T=,":< .. A<+l+l.[r· r-]A<--l 
U JL 2 J' L ' 

etc. 

A<±) = (X+ Y + Z) B ( 1 - aP ( t) , 1 - aK* ( s) ) 

±(X- Z)B(1-aP(t), 1-aK*(u)), 

where 

(8) 

(9) 
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Pseudoscalar-Vector Meson Scattering Amt.Jlitude 1665 

8 ( Y + Z) = - (pl- P2, i.Js) (e PaP4) (e p4 , P1 + /Y2) + (ih + fh, e p 3 ) (Pae p.) (jY4, P1- P2) 

- CP1 + P2, Pa) (ePseP) (p4, P1- jJ2) + CiY1 -jY2, ePa) (ihP4) (ep 4 • ih + P2) 

- CP1 + P2, ep 3) (PafJ4) (ep4, ih --_p2) + CP1- P2, JYs) (ePaePJ (p4, P1 + jJ2) 

- (jh-p2, ePa) (PsepJ (p4,pd-P2) + (jYd-p2,fJa) (ep 3 P4) (ep 4,pl-p2). 

ePa and ep
4 

are the polarization vectors of particle 3 and 4, 

and ih + P2 + Pa + P4 = 0, s = CP1 + JYaY, t = Ct>1 ·+ jY2Y and u = (jYl 
+ p4)2. (Derivations of these are given in Appendix B.) 

The coupling for V- V-V is easily seen by taking the 
pole at (p1 + p 2)2 = m/ in the amplitude A<-) and using 

coupling for Ps-Ps- V as (PsfJ "Ps) V~'. Then the residue of 

A<-) at the pole (pd-thY = m/ suggests that one can take 

the VA V 11 Va vertex as 
2 

(10) 

6 5 

' " ', / 
'" 

Fig. ;l. 

where PA11 = PA -p11, and eA is the polarization vector of the particle A,6
) etc. 

This is the momentum representation of the coupling, 

where fA"'"= a"' VI- a" VA"', etc. 

lj pv.f. v?..j' A.ft 
SA JB .a, (11) 

Unfortunately the amplitude A<+) has small residue at the pole af (t) = 1; but 

as pointed out in the previous section, if we take into account a contribution of 

higher order terms in the direct channeL, this difficulty can be avoided without 

changing the coupling for V- V- V. 

3-2 1Ci 1 (p1) pi4 (p4) ->7Ci 2 (p2) pia (Pa) 

This process can be reduced by taking the pole at aKx = 1 and a,.,.= 1, then 

the very amplitude is obtained as (for details of the derivation, see Appendix C) 

A= (X+ Y+Z)B(1-a"'(s), 1-aP(t)) +(X- Y-Z)B(l-a"'(u), 1-a"(t)) 

-(X+ Y-Z)B(1--a"'(s), 1-a"'(u)), 

B=- (X+ Y+Z)B(1-a'"(s), 1-a"(t)) +(X-- Y-Z)B(1-a'"(u), 1-a"(t)) 

+(X+ Y-Z)B(l--a'"(s), 1-a'"(u)), 

C= (X+ Y+Z)B(1-a"'(s), 1-a~'(t)) --(X Z)B(1--a"'(u), 1-a~'(t)) 

+(X+ Y-Z)B(1--a"'(s), 1-a"'(u)) 1 (12) 
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where 

Y. Miyata 

4X= (JYrP2) [(epjJ4) (epjJa)- (ePaePJ (PaP4)], 

4Y=- (PIPa) [(ePaP4) (ep.fJ2)- (epaePJ (p4jJ2)] 

+ (plep) [ (jJajJ4) (ePjJ2)- (iJaep.) (jJ4jJ2) ], 

4Z = (jJdJ4) [ (ep
4
/Js) (epjh) - (ep

4
ep) (jJsfJ2)] 

- (jJrepJ [ (jJ4jJs) (ep,iJ2) - (jJ4ep
3

) (jJsfJ2)]. (13) 

X, Y and Z are equal to those in Eq. (10) for Kp->Kp. The vertex for V- V- V 

is given in the same manner as in the Kp-elastic scattering case. 

rei (jJ2) K (JYI) -7pj (JY4) K* (jJ3) 

Reduction for this process is made as the previous subsections, and the re

sult IS given, 

T - -"" A<+)+ 1 [ ]A<--) - u ji 2 r: j' r:i , 

A<±l= (X+ Y+Z)B(1-aK"'(s), 1-a"'(t)) 

±(X+ Y-Z)B(1-aK*(u), 1-a"'(t)), (14) 

where X, Y and Z are the same for the np-->np scattering case with ep, replaced 

by ex* in Eq. (13). 

This amplitude gives also the same coupling for V- V- Vas ones for Kp--7 Kp 

and np->np. 

§ Coupling cm:Jlstants ())f three-vector mesons 

In terms of the four- and five-point Veneziano models, relations for the coupl

ing constants for Ps-Ps-V(T) and Ps- V- V(T) have been obtained and those give 

oHp and ff' mixing angles by tg2 
() = t. 4

l 

Using these results, our model amplitude provides partial SU (3) symmetric 

three-vector-meson couplings. For example, 

2 
g o>p7C = g pre7cg PPP ' 

etc. (15) 

and 

g ppp = 2g K*K*p , (16) 

where the normalization of the g's can be read off from the couplings 

g prnr t (n/} "nj) Pk"eij\ 

g _lc- (;::):\ ") (;:Ju IJ) i 
wp7t4 ":\pu!J u oJ u Pi n , 
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Pseudoscalar- Vector Meson Scattering Amplitude 1667 

where 

etc. (17) 

(Note that these symmetrical couplings fo:r three-vector mesons will be changed 
if Ps-meson exchanges are included.) 

§ 5. Discussion 

Requiring the six-point Veneziano amplitude to reduce the original Veneziano 
model for ren~7ruJ, we have constructed the amplitude for the (KKmmre) system 
and derived amplitudes for Kp-, rep-elastic scattering and reK~pK* scattering. 

Then one can study the spin complications reasonably and can predict the 
V- V- V coupling constants to be consistent with F-type coupling in SU(3) (even 
if the amplitudes have higher order terms). 

Now we would like to mention some other consequences concerning gauge 
conditions and effects of higher order terms. 
1) Gauge conditions: Writing the invariant amplitude for rep-elastic scattering, 

where 

T= (ePaP) (eP
4
P)A+ {(ePJJ) (ep

4
Q) + (ep

4
P) (ePaQ)}B 

+ (ep 3Q) (ep 4 Q) C + (ePaePJ D, 

and 

ItabashF> has obtained the "non-zero mass gauge" conditions 

(18) 

where AN rv DN stand for the s-channel normal-parity parts of Arv D. In our am
plitude the s-channel normal-parity part, for example w-pole term, has a residue 
X+ Y (this is equal to that of standard perturbation calculation). Then one can 
fix the invariant amplitudes AN rvDN, 

AN(s=m,}) = ~t(t-2m/), 

BN (s= mw 2
) = u- /}.2

- mp2 + -~ (t --2m/)' 

CN (s= mw 2
) =- rt (t- 2m/)-- 2 (s- m/+ /}. 2

) J, 
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1668 Miyata 

DN(s=mo,2
) = --_t[(u-,u2 -m/)- (t-2,u2

) (t-2m/)J. 

These actually satisfy the conditions (17) and (18). Moreover this is true if 

one adds higher order terms. So our amplitude has reasonable features for s

(and u-) channel normal-parity parts concerning the non-zero mass gauge condi

tions. 

2) Effects of higher order terms: The amplitudes derived in the previous sec

tions have favorable features without free parameters, but have defects for spin 

doubling. Here we will make explicit the simplest possibility for resolving them. 

Requiring Regge behaviours at high energies, one would for example re

place Eq. (12) as follows: 

A->A'= (X+ Y+Z)B(1-a(s), 1-a(t)) +(X- Y-Z)B(1 a(t), 1-a(u)) 

-(X+ Y-Z)B(1-a(s), 1-a(u)) 

+(X+ Y-Z)B(1-a(s), 2-a(t)) + (-X- Y-Z)B(1-a(t), 2-a(u)) 

-(X+ Y+Z)B(l-a(s), 2-a(u)) 

+(-X+ Y+Z)B(2-a(s), 1-a(t)) +(X+ Y-Z)B(2-a(t), 1-a(u)) 

-(X- Y-Z)B(2-a(s), 1-a(u)), 

B---0B'=- (X+ Y+Z)B(1-a(s), 1-a(t)) +(X- Y-Z)B(1-a(t), 1-a(u)) 

+(X+ Y-Z)B(1-a(s), 1-a(u)) 

-(X+ Y-Z)B(1-a(s), 2-a(t)) +(-X-- Y-Z)B(l-a(t), 2-a(u)) 

+(X+ Y+Z)B(1-a(s), 2-a(u)) 

- ( - X -1- Y + Z) B ( 2 - a ( s) , 1 -- a (t) ) + (X+ Y- Z) B ( 2 -- a ( t) , 1 - a ( u) ) 

+(X- Y-Z)B(2-a(s), 1 a(u)), 

C->C'= (X+ Y+Z)B(1-a(s), 1-a(t))- (X- Y-Z)B(I-a(t), 1-a(u)) 

+(X+ Y-Z)B(1-a(s), 1-a(u)) 

+(X+ Y -Z)B(1- a(s), 2-a(t))- (-X- Y -Z) B(1-a(t), 2-a(u)) 

+(X+ Y+Z)B(l-a(s), 2-a(u)) 

+ (-X+ Y+Z)B(2-a(s), 1-a(t))- (X+ Y-Z)B(2-a(t), 1-a(u)) 

+(X- Y-Z)B(2-a(s), 1-a(u)). 

In these ways one can get rid of the difficulty involved in the spin-doubling pheno

menon. Notice that in terms of the inclusion of higher order terms as above, 

the results for coupling constants in the previous section are not altered. Of 

course, our method is a term by term one, so this is nothing more than a spe

culation and we do not claim that it actually happens in nature. 
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Appendix. A 

Amplitudes reduced from the Bardakci-Ruegg amplitude4
l 

Reducing the Bardakci-Ruegg model for (KK:rc-rcn) process, one can obtain 

the amplitudes for mr---;.rcA2 and nK->rc.K**, assuming the degeneracy a.,=aA
2 

and aK*=aK**· Here we list the amplitudes for TCTC->TCA 2 and nK*->rcK** scat
tering. 

A<±J=B(2-a(u), 1-a(t)) ±:B(2-a(s), 1 a(t)), 

B< ± J = B (2 - a ( s) , 1 - a ( u) ) ::1:: B (2 - a (t) , 1 - a ( u) ) , 

c<±l=B(2-a(t), 1-a(s)) ::l:B(2-a(u), 1 a(s)), 

where P1 + j.J2 + jJ3 + P4 = 0, s = CP1 + jJ2)
2
, t == (jJ1 + j.J3)2 and u = (jJ1 ·1- j.J4?. e't 1s the 

polarization tensor of A 2-meson, BJ and a=: aP. 

(b) rei (pl) K (k) ->rcj (JY2) K** (q) 

T=gK**KnCfLvMe'f!,*kvp/"pz" {OJiA/+) + i[rJ, ri]Afl(-·)}, 

A,e<±l=k,e[B(2-aK*(s), 1-aP(t)) +B(2-aK*(u), 1-aP(t))] 

± (pl),eB (2- aP (t), 1- aK* (u)) - (p2),eB (2- aP (t), 1- aK* (s)), 

where P1 + P2 + k + q = 0 and e'ft* is the polarization tensor of K **-meson. 

A ppendi:x. B 

Derivation of the amfJlitude for Kp->Kp 

Taking poles at a 34 = 1 and a56 = 1 and using the reduction formula 

one can get the amplitude. 
The factor corresponding to a term B (1 - a 12 , 1 - a 234) IS 
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(B·l) 

where*l 

X= 0 1"11'2 (- 0 1'3!'50 1'4!'6 + (J 1'3!'60 1'41') II jJi , 

Y + z = [o 1'11'3 UJ "2",o "'"6- o 1'2/'JJ ".") - o 1'11'4 Co 1'2!'5o /'31'6- o !'2!'6o "3"J 

where 

(B·2) 

In the same way the coefficient for a term B (1- a 12, 1- a 134) Is 

+ J12564sri 5ri 6ri,ri 3 = (a- {3) (X- Y- Z) + · · · . (B ·3) 

Combining Eqs. (B ·1) and (B · 3), one gets the amplitude: 

A= a [(X+ Y + Z) B (1 - a12, 1 - a234) + (X- Y- Z) B (1 - a12, 1 - als4)] 

+ /3 [(X+ Y + Z) B (1- a12, 1- a234) - (X- Y- Z) B (1- a12, 1- als4)]. 
(B ·4) 

On the other hand, isospin amplitudes are given for this process, 

(B ·5) 

Comparing Eqs. (B · 4) and (B · 5) one has 

A<±)= (X+ Y + Z)B(1-a12, 1-a234) ±(X- Y -Z) B(1-al2, 1-als4). (B·6) 

This is the form of Eq. (9) in § 3. X, Y and Z are easily expressed as in the 
text. For example, 

8 ( Y + Z) = - (pl -- Jh, fJs + jJ4) (jJs- p4, P5 + jJ6) (p5- jJ5, jJ1 + jJ2) 

+ (pl + jJ2, Ps- P4) (jJs + jJ4, P5- jJ6) (p5 + jJ5, jJ1- P2) 

- (/h + jJ2, Ps + P4) (jJs- p4, jJ5 -- P6) (jJ5 + p6, ih-P2) 

+ CP1- Jh, Ps- P4) (Ps + p4, P5 + P6) (p5- P6, P1 + P2) 

+- (Pt -- P2, Ps +- P4) (Ps- p4, P5- JY6) (p5 + p6, P1 + P2) 

- CP1 + P2, ih- p4) (Ps + jJ4, jJ5 + Pe) (p5- P6, P1-h) 

*) We have used the coupling for prrn: as (rrfJ11rr) p11 • 
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+ (pl + P2, Ps + P1) (Ps- P4, Pa + /Je) (pr, -Pa, jY1 ··-·fJz) 

- (pl-P2, 1>3- jJ4) (p3 + p4, jJ5 --· PG) (p5 + i-)e, h + P2) · 

Then by use of the coupling (rcfJ,;n:) pF for the two prcrc vertices, this reduces to 
Eq. (10), rewriting the initial and final rho-meson momenta jY3 ( <(-j'J3 + p4) and 

jJ4 ( <-p5 + jJB) respectively. 

Appendilx C 

Derivation of the mnj)litude for rcp-'>'TCP 

Taking poles at a12 o::= 1 and a34 = 1 in the amplitude (J(Kmcrcrc), one has an 
amplitude for rep elastic scattering. 

B (1 ·- a56• 1·- aa4s) [J12345ari 3ri 4rt 5ri 6 + J1213<ieti 1ri 3ri 5ri 6 

where 

and 

+· 1126os4fi6fi 5fi 3ri_, + Jl26Ms'ti 6fi 5fi 4fi 3] 

-f- B (1-- as4u' 1---- a346) [J125s4ari 5riari;ri 6 +-1~2543eri 5ri 4fi 3rio 

+ 1126345fi 6f-E 3fi/·'i 5 + 11264s5fi6fi 4fi 3"C'i 5 ] 

=a [(X+ Y + Z) B (1 - aae, 1 - t'Xs4u) + (X-- Y- Z) (1 ·-- avB• 1 - aa46) 

+ (X+ Y-- Z) B (1-- as4o' 1 asMl)] 

··1- (:f [(X+ Y + Z) B (1 -- a56, 1 -- as45) -- (X- Y-- Z) B (1 --- a56, 1 - as4a) 

+ (X+ Y-- Z) B (1 - as45, 1 ·-- as-1o)] 

+ r [(X·+ Y+ Z) B (1-- a5e, 1---- aa45) ---- (X- Y- Z) B -- a56• 1-- a34a) 

----- (X+ Y--- Z) B (1·- aa45• 1 ·-· as.w)] 

-+ ... ' (C·1) 

-a l-'5!»6 Co 1-'1#/; l'-2/"1 -- u,,1#4o 1-'-21'-3) II fJ/\ 

[0 l'-21-'5 (U f'!PjJ 1-'41-'6- U Ptfl-4U /"3/'6) Q l-'-1/"5 (iJ F2f'8{J l'-4/hG --· 0 P-21-'-/J 1-'31'6) J jJ/i, 

while isospin amplitudes are taken for this process 

(C·2) 
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Comparing and (C, ~ one 

(1-- a5a, 1- as~5) -+ 

+ 
+ 

These are (12) Z can be written as in the text, rewriting 

4-

( PdJa) [ (ih -

- (pl + /J5) [ 

(Ps+ P5) [(PI+ /J2, fJa ---

}'J5) [ ( 

(In § we have replaced jJ5 (iJa) 

(pl--

(iJz), 

jJa) -- (/h ·-jJ2, Ps + P4) (pl -+- P2, jJa)] · 

-·jJ2(p3--p4)-)-ePa(ePJ and P1+-p2(j.J3 
+ P4) ->Ps (p4) .) 

course, one can easily 
natural spin complications. For 
case involves a factor 
On the other hand pole diagram 

oneself that these amplitudes involve 
consider at pole aho45 c.--:: 1, then this 

to the isospin symmetry in Eq. (C · 2). 

J( (pi) K (p2) TC (Pa) ->p (pl + TC (Pa) ~(J) (pl + j.J2 + = --- Pz- P4 -- P5) 

-7p (jJ3 -l- p4) 77: (p5) ->rr: (jJ3) TC (p4) TC (p5) 

has the same factor 
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